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extended they form angles outside the poly-
gon, and these are called exterior angles.
A polygon is said to be regular when all its
sides are equal (equilateral) and all its angles
are equal (equiangular). It is convex when
none of its sides if extended would cut any
other of its sides; it is cross when one boun-
dary line crosses another. The area of a poly-
gon is equal to the number of sides times the
area of each triangle.
POLYNESIA, poline'sUa, a term ap-
plied collectively to several groups of islands
lying in the Pacific Ocean east of the 180th
meridian, the international date line. Poly-
nesia includes the Samoan, Tonga, Phoenix,
Cook, Society, Marquesas and Hawaiian is-
lands, as well as numerous smaller groups.
POLYP, pol'ip, the name of a group of
minute water animals which commonly live in
large colonies attached to stones or other
anchorage at the bottom of salt or fresh
water. The animals are very simple in struc-
ture, having soft, jelly like bodies with a
fringe of wavy tentacles for grasping food.
They increase rapidly, by budding, and a col-
ony may attain treelike proportions. The
jelly-fish and the fresh-water hydra, which
belong to this family, live independent exist-
ences, moving about freely from place to
place. See coral; coelenterata.
POLYPHEMUS, polife'mus, in Greek
mythology, the hideous giant with one eye in
the middle of his forehead, whom Odysseus
(Ulysses) encountered in the course of his
wanderings after the Trojan War. He lived
with his brother Cyclopes on an island, where
all day he fed his flock, retiring at night to a
cave by himself. On their voyage from Troy
to Greece, Odysseus and his companions were
cast ashore on this island, and they took ref-
uge in the cave of Polyphemus. "When the
giant returned and discovered them, he rolled
a huge stone before the door so they eould
not escape, and at once devoured two of his
prisoners. In the morning before taking his
departure he ate two more. As he rolled the
stone before the door when he left the cave,
Odysseus and his companions were obliged to
remain shut up all day, but during this time
they sharpened and hardened with fire a large
stick, which they hid. After supper that night
Ulysses contrived to make Polyphemus
drunk, and wMle he was in a drunken slum-
ber, Ulysses and his companions heated in the
fire the sharpened stake and plunged it into
the giant's eye. Blind and maddened -with
 pain, Polyphemus was unable to seize any
of his captives, and when in the morning he
let his flock out, one by one, Odysseus and his
companions having fastened themselves to the
under side of the sheeps' bodies, escaped.
POL'YTHEISM, the belief in, and worship
of, several gods; opposed to atheism and to
monotheism, the belief in, and worship of,
one god.
POMEGRANATE, pumfgran ate, a tree
which bears an edible fruit and grows from
eight to twenty feet high, producing numer-
ous small, tough, highly flexible uprigk t stems.
It grows wild in Western. Asia and parts of
India and is cultivated extensively on Medi-
terranean shores and in the southern and
western parts of the United States. The
fruit, about the size of a large orange, has a
very tough, russet-colored rind, and within
this, occupying several compartments enclosed
in dry, white, bitter pulp, are hundreds of
small, bright-red pulpy seeds very juicy and
often very acid. The Mexicans make from
the juice a beverage which they call agua-
dlente.
POMETvA'NIA, a province of Prussia in
Northern Germany, lying along the Baltic
Sea. Its area is 11,986 square miles, and the
population in 1925 was 1,878,781. The in-
terior is flat and in parts marshy. The prin-
cipal river is the Oder, and the chief islands
along the coast are Rilgen, Usedom and Wol-
lin. Although the soil is in general sandy,
there are some rich alluvial tracts, which
produce cereals, potatoes, beets and tobacco.
Cattle raising is an important industry, and
fish are taken in great quantities along the
coast. The manufactures include glass, sugar,
tobacco, woolen goods and distilled liquors.
A considerable general trade is carried on,
and this centers largely in Stettin, the
capital of the province. Politically the prov-
ince is divided into three districts, Stettin,
Koslin and Stralsund.
POMERANIAN* DOG.   See spitz.
POMO'NA, among the Romans, the god-
dess of fruit and flowers. According to
legend she was wooed by Vertumnus, who,
receiving no encouragement, disguised him-
self as an old woman, hoping thus to learn
her secret. Unsuspecting, she confessed her
love, and he, throwing of: his disguise, se-
cured her promise to marry him. In art
Pomona is represented -with a basket of fruit.
POMONA, calif., in Los Angeles County,
thirty-three miles east of Los Angeles, on th*

